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Gratitude March
Will Be Held In
New York Today

New corporaticns formed in Calloway over the past several weeks
Trigg and Calloway County Farm
are as talkies:
Bpreau representatives held a dinBlackwell's Aerial Applicators
ner meeting at the Cadiz RestaurIn z• , 200 shares no par, Jack.
ant. Monday evening in a "Measure
Blackwell John R. Fordyce In
The Candidates" asisembly. Guest—,
Aircraft Crop Spraying, tnoluding
Leonard Vaughn prim • the
for the evening were.Pat M. McCuisOwn
ership
following hem some puldiellion.
Seven Murray audents recent- ton, senatorial candidate to
the
Taber's Body Shop, Inc., $50,000, ly received
Inaheger,
recognotion during an State Legislature from the 3rd DisAmong rtems to be mid to the Gerald 'rebels, Earl Thbers, auto- Awards Day prsgrarn at
trict: and State representative
Murray
I Del it ever occur to you that
highes
bidder
Si. furnuture, mobile body repao and recon- Sate University.
Charlie Lassiter, unopposed for retrian's hfe is full of cussedness?
househoal appliances and office structoOn.
Danny Ketnp, Route 1, was re- election to the office.
He oomes into the world without
Gateway
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Corporation, cognized as the
equipment. OhlatiY said. Some
Robert McAtee, president of the
"Outstanding Senhis consent, and goes out Murat
we.4 be sold in lots, others in- 10,000 skiarez no par, J Roland ior Boy." the top award
present- Trigg Farm Bureau, presided during
NEVV YORK (UPI,
Thousaruds of the American people are supportStritth,
his will, and the trip between is
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Majoring in history and Eng- the discussion type meeting.
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want the church. A number of girls
n Thursday was an llectre Thu
JInsow Nix, a senior at Mummy Ineffective
eming while mama lea bit maid
teachers should be Ma- to show them that the majority have completed their requirements
Sammy Housien, 900 West nth
Wired something in our mind
8/iste_tligeeratty, has been grant- mboed.
big Mr Oremism Polgoiy. Mama hie Street,
Penn Bureau contends that
was deleted ruth oketroman.
for the various step in GA work
when the pilot told us what
ed a Willkaal liasmos Pbundation conceder*
orgument an a Supreme Mort de- He
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et
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Sete
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able that the entire wetfare proes, 7.t3as Kathy Lcclohart. and Mims
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'Ili wee die pane dot fie, to W$ITIAerhison today announcNix,
Drive.
1816
*
man
M
Cern* Court Judge Phil Harris.
gated and welfare roots trade pub"irk for the highest step in GA
faX the wings (erne off. Several ed that Linda Duncan and Pue- eating in Oboe ot Judge Dick Oer- Mrs
ernin In 89
,
11.1110ZY and history lic
work. Queen Regent In service.
crashed bore the COMe was de- rta& Bnisch are honor students men, denied the four-gage tendHe will tee Ma 13100 grant to do
Another sore- got with Farm
Mrs. Bernice Wesehart, GA dirtermined
graduate silk in geography.
of the 1967 graduate* clam
written habeas corpus petition
Jim Cromer. a field engineer at ector,
Bureau is the practice of rasing
and Mrs. Ralph Temeeneen
A 1967 recipient of the National crops on
?in Duncan is valedloterian
tax free public lands by the land Between The takes. arisistant GA direcbor. said GA
Council for Geognaphic Education governmerot
The CAA slowed the pine Sown with • four-year actsabratic aver- originally
admitted
Mir control
laatlegaat.
21-iaar-aid
night
presented
agencies that then sell ThorsdaY
a film ?COM Week is a special week In
award for excellence of schoiar- these crops
to 560 miles per hour and a ma age ot 96.19 per cent An aver- a a car driven
Mks MOM!
on the open dirket In for the Khania Club tracing the the thee of girls in our
church
IP perfectly safe It me ninety fly- age at 94.4 won salutatory honors Fairy in 1980. In eister politico
ehM, ne is a member of Alpha competition
construction
of the Paradise.
with tax paying farand porents and vinitors are urged
mo feet It caused metal fatigue for Mimi Broach. Taking third he cleaned the &dominion was trade
Thie °nits axial fraternity.
Stearn
Plant from its that in lid too attend
mers.
the coronation and the
to set in where the wing joined and fourth honors were Joann under fear of death.
Both Mr. McOuiston and Mr. througt its completion in 1963.
tea to follow in torror of Mrs.
Ate fussier.
Miss therriy. was Intent& inter
Henderson and terry Duncen, reA project of the Tennessee Valley
lassiter expressed their views reModeller.
ithen she jinni or wee ttirawn
sepolively.
Mrs. John W. Whittled pawed
garding various governmenna func- Authority, the
plant produces
The special guest is a gratkaate
Tee bete to think of things like
las Duncan, daughter al Mr. from the speeding car the won • may at the Murray Canowsy
tions, and expreased hopes of being enough power to supply half the
of Murray State University and
that vrhen you are in the air.
and Mrs. Thome V Duman, has $00.000 judgment ageing Leghtfoot County Hospital this morning st
able to see the acoompastertent al needs of New Tort City, acoortling
served as Baptist Student Union
been a mein of the Beta Club In • noel suit
3-48 oliock after an illness of
spectra legislation relating to scene to the fikn.
secretary on the Murray Mete
Plying is stilt a mystery to us. three years and has served on
Judge German was anornee about one monttr. She was 56.
It was pointed out that, at the
Fr RUCKER, ALA. (A HTNC of these issues during their terms
aimpus until her marriage to Mr.
general when Lightfoot was oxen
We mold lock ad the window the Student Ceunall four.
She is lunched by her husband
Pvt. John L Taylor, 22, son of of office.
time of construction, the plant conWeider and their appointment
and see the footginnts on the
She hes held orrice in MOM* %Acted and sentenced to 40 years in John W Whined at 114 North Mrs Bette K Taylor. 406 S. Ifith,
hied two of the largest turbo genas misdonaries to Thailand by the
4 tang. of the fellow litho put fuel Homemakers of America end hilt prison
rah Street; a daughter Mrs. Bud- Murray, KY. completed a threeerators ever built, each weighing
andiel Foreign Mission Board.
dy Hewitt of 913 Sherpa Street; week mutiongine memos/id airin the wing tanks Made us rea- that cayanistiores State Degree.
9,300 tons.
A special feature of the week
one slater Mrs. Geri Moore of plane maintenance course at the
lie more fully that the airpiane She is sic active In ?Vire BusCromer, who has worked on several
will be the general SVMS maid,
Is stil just a menthe. which has iness Lenders of America
Daytona Beath, Florida; a bro- Army Aviation School, Ft Rucker,
similar projects, told the club that
at the church on Tuesday, May
ther, Burgas& Parker, Jr. of 1321 Ala., May 10.
On the belketben team four
to opiate correctly In order to
these have been summed by even
16, at 7 30 pm. when Mrs.
F`our Murray coeds have been larger generators foal
Al As paittion in the trio:warns- years, the mg voted "Mod AthWei Mein Street: two grandchilDuring the course, Pat Taylor
said each
The Ades the ituxhson all be dren. Johnny and Lcnut Hewitt. received instruction in the opera- elected to offices In the Murray plant scene to get "bigger and big- ler will talk and show dike ee
letic" by the sing class. teat
don Said.
then work and travel"; in the
summer. she repremented Payee' served at the Oeirs Country Club
Mrs Whitnell was petaident of non and maintenance of Army State University chapter of the ger"
Amen country of Thailand. The
Student Nursing Association of
The lolg Seim was delayed fif- at Volunteer Oahe State in Mur- on Wednesten, May 17, at noon the Worisn's Society ot Ohrenden
The fikn noted that TVA power
aircraft.
puidic is invited to attend.
For reinvesting asil the hos- Bernice at the Mat Methodist
teen names, became on the pre- freemboono She was chosen second
plants are largely erected by TVA
Nis father, Witham D. Taylor, Kentucky
Other activities of the GA PoroTwo of the coeds. Martha Hen- employees who put
flight dleck the mechanics found meal to "lilhe Puryear" in the tellers, Lersom Ligon 763-6106 or Church of Murray and vice-prod- thee on Route 2, Whiesvine, Ky.
experience gained us Week
will indlude an CiAs sitdon. Route 5, Red Rita Hurd, 1713 on miter projects
Helen Mirth 733-4600
dent of the Paris Dtotrlot of the
111 Lod • secondary or "back-up" recent beauty revue,
to work an the ing
in a group together at the
Wells Extended, were elected his- later ones. Cronwr
Women• Society of Christian Serpump me not wilier They
Sias Brocade daughter of
rendnded the Sunday
morkeng worship service
toriare of the organization Miss Kimmins that a
vile.
found out it Was a relay circuit and Mks. May B Broach was
power plant is on May
14, the practice for the
Hendon is a sophomore, and Miss only as strong as its "weakest
of some kind that was folded up, named "Bea
Mos was • asialber of the First
An-Round" and
link." coronation on
Monday. May 15,
had in a freshman.
Mellogist ChM*.
on they wait to get one and this "Malt Lich To Succeed" by
but there will always been someand sitting together In a group for
The two others. Mary Jane Perry, thing which. can be Improved,
fixed things up.
cliamates
Mira litanat itele the daughter
he the Wednesday.
May 16th prayer
905 Maki Street, and Linda Fey indicated.
Dr. Ralph Temeneer, dean of of the hie Mr. and Ws. Dueness
She has been a member of the
The May term of U/3 District Clark, Route I.
service it the church at 7.30 p.m.
were selected for
isol'beandiaplaneipumpcaptigifbut
c
- Beta Club for three years and the palliate school at Murray Parker. Sr. of Murray.
v.iith
e
:
Couli tor Western Kentucky will the chapter's
Mrs Edgar Shirley, president of
nominating ocimmitFuneral arrangemerts are informed in maltel tones. He was served on the Student Commit one State diversity, all deliver the
00111110111 Monier, May 15, In the tee
the %VMS. and Dr. H. C. Chiles,
Both girls are /union
addrees at North eatoplate at this tame nowever frinet shook up about Meat wag 're- year, She la secretary of FEW
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Al lour COCAS are 111100r1TIV in
izer on em kr an meohanead oper- and treasurer of the senior class. idarehil High School on Thurs- ends' nag cal at the J. H. ChurOsnmeriles for the natural:a- nursing.
pubic to attend the medal prochill Amaral Home alter 4:00 p.m
ation ce the plrne was sonrerned. A cheedeader for three years, the day, lay la, at eight Inni
tin cot new adhere will be held
grams sidente church atel to es#'Said he lad neves had to use the served as captain in 1966-66.
The beirmisureate sermon at today.
the arelt day
die new term and
pecially hear Mrs. Mateller on
FT.
LEONARD
WOOD,
MO
Morahan
Notth
will
be
by
Rev.
dirt
yeti itirori IPS not be required.
(AHTNC!—Anny Private Joseph M. Theadied evening Mid Me the GA
Huron Altherson of Calvert City.
MONO• fety, he could not go ,
The pent jurors are. requested
Baucurn, 20, son of Mr and Mrs. Coronet:ion an Thursday evening.
formrdy of Murray.all be
liP SOON& it in operation to be prevent in Pada* Court
Joseph L. Baucurn. Foster lane,
on Suncley, May 14. at eight p in
at 9:30 am. Wednesday. May 17.
Mayfield. Ky., completed an eightRev Paul Daily of Hazel a
We weeder how many lards were
Included in the lie at petit
wed administration course at Ft.
deliver the bacantsureate 'erne,
by the hail storm. Wt.,
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The funeral for Michael Elirl
the Ben'on Hatt itchool on
chalked the Jed Bird's nen in
(Sir Blood Drive Is a thing of Gene Landott of Murray.
today with soottereol showers and
He ma trained in the preparation
$14 Sherry lane. Murray ekindsy, May 14, at deed pin. In the past,
the little Cedar Tree to see how lane
and while we almost
thunderstorms
most
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Li Kirks of
numerous of military records and handling
is sdhedueed for toothy at 10- 20 the shoot audateturn.
they fared.
made It, f rouppose we will hate
southern half. Showers and thund- correspondence Instruction was
ern at the chapel if the .1 H.
also Dearborn, Mktrigan and their
On my it was a inure. Our quota
ennonne begin ending from wlist given in typing and fundamentals daughter Keratin are house guests
I The two little birds were ok but Churchill termer's' Home with Rev.
was 4111 pints 275 people promised
ble tolay tithing 000lee at night. of the Army filling system
of Mr and Mrs Joe M. Parker,
the mothers bird was dead. Her Lloyd W Ranier and Rev John
to donate, 230 oame, and 186 were
Sundae cloudy to partly cloudy
His wife, Judy. lives at 403 Er College Farm Road, The Kirks
lady had protected the *eh Mai• E Steeply officiating Burial will
accepted as donors. Thus, Callowith showers and thunderstorms 10th, Murray, Ky.
are paring through Murray, rebut the hail had killed her. She be in the Murray Menu:oriel Gar;
way County is 61 tants abort of
ea.st ending and continued cool.
turning train
Athens, Georgia,
Dr. Frank ateW chairman of its goal.
was lying with her body Over them dere
•
Yr. LEONARD w000. MO High today mainly In the 6C1
where Mr. Ithirs loss been atMinnie rites aiii be mid at the Department of History of
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tending a national forum on Into flOs south
the interment
Murray State University, will be our hiatus will be with the Regthe edge of the nest.
Watson, V. was of Mr and atm and cad
atitueionol Research in Colleges
•
Mr lane, age 74, retired rail- the theater at the fitli annual
—
kneel Blood Center but we as- Brooke Watson, Kiresey. Ky, 00111and Univeadtleis
the father bird amenities road man ,died Ttnuarlay at the Clrove 9i-hobuseip Ilnnquet next Mine thst the county will revert plated an
elight-week ads:infantKentucky late: 7 am. 3605.
Mr Kirks is veiny hto grandto feed the title birds, who are Murray-Oalloway County Hosed& Tuesday evening at Parts Landing to en Individual bards That is. tion
course at Ft. Leonard Wood. down 0.2; bdow darn 3156, up
mother, Mrs. Guide Colson HJOUSpretty woe feathered, they will die Survivors are his wife, Mrs Lida State Park Inn
I donor will recetve free blood for Mo , May 10.
15
Final rites for Mrs. Charlie F. ton, who is in the Murray Hos1
H lane of Murray. one dater,
The banquet sill honor the top the needs
also.
himself and his famHe me trained in the honerHaricley Lake: 369 4, down 0.1; Waterfied are being 'held today pital Mr Kirks Is Associate DirecM•rs Carrie Lee Wallace, also pf ten scholastic students in Grove
ily, only. If we had fined our anon a military records ard forms below Min 323.4,
at two p.m. at the J. H. Claunhill tor of the Office for Institutional
up 13.
Countless tare* must have been Murray; one atentitsitier, one Mich oral Glove Junior High quabs everyone in the county bestnaction
am aka given in funnel"
&metre 551: sunset 7:56.
Funeral Home Chapel with Rer. Research at Wayne State Univerin wk down by the teal stones, step stepson, and five tr?thers School, and $1.000 In oollere scho- wouk1 receive coverage.
mentais of the Army filing eystern,
Moon seta 12:27 am.
Lloyd Roomer officiating.
•
sity in Detroit aryl is a doctoral
FrIetako nosy cal at the J. H. larships will be awarded the top
However, many people worked tyging, and operation of office
Mrs. Vaiterneld died Monday at student in Iteher Education at the
(('ontinued On Page Six)
Churchill ?liners& Home.
graduates of the ours of 1967,
(('ontinued On Page Mx)
machines.
her home in Fort Myers, Fla,
Univertity of Michigan.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES 20 Years Ago This Week

POILSIMZD bp isEDGER & Timfa PU3Lisiiiiir0 COMPANY. Inn.
Osmond&
ut pis Munety Lodes, 'Tha Calloway T.and The
Ustabor IS
tilad eas Went Kintuddsta January
1041.

wools•mats nu

Joe M. Haneline, age 76, Thornton E. McKinney, age 74,
Mrs. Rennie Coot, age TA, Andrew Johnson, age 61, and Levi
d. WIILIA919, PUILAIREIt
Franklin Vaughan, age 83, are the deaths reported this wait.
_raiG
*IN to miss* any Advbetke&g. Lams
ea *Oa.
Dr. Theodore R. M. Howard, tonne! Negro rssident of
qpuma Voice Mara Muck in oar apisamadre set toe Its Mot biMurray, will speak to a bi-raeial group at the Calloway ("aunty
arms air ion rindars.
Court House oa May 22,
ATTVIS: W
Sally Cunningham Petty's 25 years of service at the HousAmericas League
Woo& 1.1ta Bldg, New Toni:
r,
W. L. hue GB
ten-McDeritt Clinic is being brought to the attentkm of the
San
'
16 '7 MS
Detroit
public in observiu1ce of National Hospital Day.
Isilgrad
Ws Poot Mies, Murray, Kentucky, for tramM118101
16 7 1112 14
Clung°
Mr.
and
Mrs.
011ie
Brown
announce
the
marriage
of
their
&nand Cims Matter.
13 14 .415 I
daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Paschall West, son of Mr. and Mrs. California
gpporrion
Wallangtal
12 13 480 a
isp Cootie ki Array,Pm welt Igo. pst mai Galon West of
Murray. The ceremony was reed on May 4.
11 12 .478
NA* Vert
11..M.IsOallseim sod sdhealos samillen pir year. Mak elembee,ma
Among the births reported this week are a son to Mr. and
11 13 458 5%
fiLa012
Mrs. Ed Frarik Para.& daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bur- 1411111030611
duktedisso Oyu Assist ala Cadwimiley Is Me
_
11 13 458 5ii
keen,
to
Mr.
a
son
and Mrs. Willie Joseph, and a daughter to Karma CRT
Imagetly of We Illiewapagge
11 14 .440 6
Mr. and Mrs. James Knott.
Cleveland
10 13 435 6
Bannnore
M 14 430 6
SATURDAY — MAY 13, 1967
Prklara Results
Bak. 14 New Tart 0, night
Deana 6 Boston 4, night
moose•TIMES FILE
Chicago 1 Osinornis 0
Eames Ply 2 Muth 1, reed
Dr.
Edward
PRESS
beloved
Brent
Murray
Van-to
Houston,
INTIMINATIONtAL
physician,
I/
Cievaand 12 W.5, nigh
puffed away Sunday at his Mahe in College addition of paraYelay's Probable Pitchers
FATIMA, Portugal — Pope Paul VI, at the Shrine of lysis caused by a
clot CC the brain.
Deuces Spiirma 3-0 at Boston
Fatima where the Roman Catholic world believes the Virgin
Other deaths reported were Wiley A. Hughes, age 80, M. N. Brunei 1-1, 2 pm.
Mary appeared to three shepherd children 50 years ago: :
Ca/Morris Walbste 0-0 at Cni1Charlie) Eldridge, postmaster at Hamlin, and Joey Kuyken"We have come to the feet of the queen of peace to ask dall, age 58.
nip) WNW* 1-1, 2:15 pm.
.
her for the gift which only Clod can give, or peace."
Kansas Ottry Kristine 1-4 at MinTraffic is temsected to be turned in on the newly constructed Paris-Hazel Highway by July 1, according to thise in charge nesota Grant 2-3, 2.15 pm.
Gieseland Thant 0-1 at Wadi!SEW YORK — Fire Department Capt. Raymond W Gtm- of the district office of the state
highway department located
hon Richert 1-4, 1:20 pm.
mler, organiser of the "Support Our Men In Vietnam" parade here
Biatanore MOCabby 1-2 at New
scheduled today in response to an anti-Vietham war parade
This year marks the 21st anniversary of one of the most
York Dos Tung 3-1, 7 pm
last month:
progressive and modern of Calloway County's institutions, the
Sunday's Games
"The boys who are fighting must feel pretty 4.11 We want New Concord Milling Company.
The mill is owned and operat- Detroit at Busta..2
them that the Majority of the Americid people are ed by A. G. Smith and his three sons, D. C., J. L., and B. C. California
te
at Cinuago.
them."
Smith.
Kamm City at Minnesota
Boone Bros. Dry Cleaners purchased the past week the Cley,lanct Wt. Wa.seuz•pumi
MANNIIML, Mo. — William Karras, leading a search for busaineas building on the south
elle of the court square which Badunote ie. New York
MEIN boys believed lost in a maze 01,caves uncovered by buil- has been occupied for the
past several years by the 138 Taxi
National League
ds:niers building a new road:
Company. The property was bought from D. Ti. White of Hasel.
W. L. Paw GB
to, to find the boys."
Cincinnati
19 9
14 9 609 2%
PgMburaft
••••,... ,
411••••,..../..
*
.•
int Louie
15 10 WO 2%
Chicago
13 10 565 3%
AC.a.lak
14 12 .538 4
wadesgthia
12 12 JOB 6
San handsaw —11 ra .440 6%

=ist

Quotes From The News

t-

30 Years Ago This Week

A Bible Thought For Today

SATURDAY — MAY 13, 1967
New York
Angora —
ies
mumm

*VtiV;

9 15 .375
9 15 .11W
1 16 IN 10

BI. tousirsda'
7 Now.5 Ytirk
Res61
"
5, night
°Madams 4 Flair. 2, Met
Pfitainirell 5 Mange 2, Mille
Chicago 2 Loa Angeles 1, Wen
San Phan. 6 Houston 1, night
Today's Prebabla Mobiles
Times
Phtlactelphi
"
aat21
"
3-1:
2 at anMayo lacCoo/ 3-1, 1:15 pin.
Atlanta. Limaster 2-1 or John 110
1:30
n 3-2t
a Pittsburgh Pizarro 3-1.
pm.
Oribango Jenkins 3-2 at Loa
Argeles &Moo 04, 4 pm.
Houston lechery 0-2 or Be/Malty 0-1 at No Progianco Bolin
2-4, 4 p.m
Now York Hiuniaton 0-0 at St.
Lot= Gibson 4-2. 9 pai
Sunday's Gann
Philadelphia at Oinainsatt, 2,
Atlanta at letiliibunib
Chicago as Les Anodes. 2
Houston ati Elan Prancing\ 2 New York 'at St Louis.

Hospital Repart

MSU Track Team To Host Ft.
Campbell; OVC Meet 19-20th
Ilia Mummy mate track
will make no first home appearance since sully April. when it
mean Pt nempbell, tonight
The meet win be the lad dial
01 the stainn Mr the Racers and
Mese Iasi before the Ohio Valley Conference mete at Pt. °skipb&, May 19-38,
The Racers Moe been hurt by
injuries most of the seam but
are beillnMng is anise around and
intend be steal top data Mr the
rolOrmase met In their last
day have
won the
Invitational
Teem
and Mit dash In Airtertiaa Mate
foul floutham Minds May alin
showed wdl In Me Indiana University Rama, tvgaming the 640relay in '41A, • meet reamed
Isivo oohed noon% were set kid
west Tim Spade threw the shot
53-6 for a nms stark. and Das
Exam hod I tegie jump at III-4

He that had received one (talent) went and dIgged in the
earth• and hid his lard's money. —Matthew 25:1*.
Men with little talent have gone far by using that talent.
Do not despise your gifts. list what you have and you will
develop more

In ISM Ts Yeariadas ware
haled whoa I Otheetire MOM MilOath in the Jays Ilm
A thought fer the day — Nagay ['tined Press lassraatimal
Today is Betordig May 13, the MA novelist Gomm Meredith mei
133rd day of 1967 math 233 to said "A whey women is a treserr: s lefty beauty a pow or."
fellow
The moon le between usaew
phase and lal‘ quarter
The morning owni are Mars
Ligleksi it a I1941.3 IILL
and Saturn
1he (waning Mars are Venue
Mary It Rowlett and V la RowFuneral services will be held tomorrow for Clarence Wood, Mars ard .itgriar
lett to Waite lee Rowlett and BerWon on WOO atillin 907 *la tha pomeSsit; 1% acres on WA-.
'
IS, who died this morning.
•
Wiki Willa& Daphne du Mer- Inichway in Scasthweet quarter of
Illgg Prudence McKinney, graduatng-senor member of rier
sienna 4. Township 1. range 6 east.
Oa tins day a amatory
Old Murray ?Waning School Orchestra, was the honored reTram Mem to moms. I
Ira Lao. &omit aelossias landed areal lad larbara Ma Brant;
MOM of the Anon Foundation Award on May So during the
woe the James Barer in Virginia two lies in °nen Ridge mese me
arrhestra's annual spring concer
They were the first to eassaisais asesiwoloa
The administrator of Murray Hospital, Karl Warming, a Penththent Eriwilidi motheaten(
IVII/lain R. Dodson and Juana
has resigned to accept the position as administrator of the in the new so.id It was ranted Dodoes to Within Curtis Taylor
end Wanda eise Tailor: proven,
allfdin Memorial Hospital at Elizabethtown effective June 17. J•100110.0.
In WM Congress declared war on U G. 1111661say
The contest sponsored by the Murray Girl Scout AssociaLead wallas to nem* Mataan:
SEM Council for the selection of a permanent name for the GU WOOD
In IBID. dr Winesen Otsurelthl ecessein of dead an NS sans In
Girl Scout Day Clamp has been wan by Scoot Beverly Lassiter
lad the House of Oteremons that Clidliawas Oman
of Troop 20, it was announced by Mrs !mate Faye Young, 1961
as, new wartime minister be had
Plug L Barka and Bobiw Burls
Day Can5p Director The name chosen is fkieajawea.
nottung to otter but Mood, too{ of Padua& to Marna Raymond
Inimlin and Wary Flariain. lot in
on and mad
H BBMW' pin of Kentucky lake
J W. Young. Bent a Vaasa,
Robert Young, and Janse W Voung
'Lo 01•16*1 0 80C1W lot on Chestnut
Street
Desseld B Hunter sod Betty 0.
Maw of Thomas at Woods and
We/that
Waco& of
ponnhy J
WM.. 60 we on Ellis Wrstiber
read.
Virginas
Winne Howard and
Of Indian Ruts Beach
Pia.. to Robert median Williams;
lot in Pt B Howard eubdivinan.
Cirtarema Properties. Inc., to
James Date Outland end Kay Ruth
Outland lot in Cir, :dna SubSenn=
beslie Edweida. and Cilltar Edwar* to finder Want Jatanion and
Darl T. Jackaon of Murray and
Psinier lbd Mar:
) PeAstisr
cf Evannine. li: three lots Ut
nalltbn.
Eishrpa
Lakes's y thr.s. Inc. to Arthur
P Wheys and Opal P Baty'', of
Ottawa. 17' in I stribay Shiares
Jchn 110 tIettawatee of Ocemilleiwi
Ohio, to M.dwesiern VW Cilotme' sun of Centr.e Ohio: Mule Ittle
In .1 111. *yen Ind ustrial
lifteareetern VW Corporation of
Maple Street
Clinton, Ohio. to flush Thane
Condi: three Iota in J. If. 31160
-•
• Inclusesist flubctristann
I Robert R. Rtherton and Olathe
N Wheaton to Henry Pulton and
Mary B. Album lot In W1411441
We will offer for ...ate on the above dote mans items of used equipNeatens.
ment and supplies. There will be bedside benches, chairs of various types.
Harlan and Eltisbent Baintell of
desks, dressers, chests of drawers, clothes dryers. filing caMtiets, kitchen
P'n-vaur. Trim end Clyde El and
and food serving equipment. mattreses. mirrors, upright pianos, electric
Matilda Bagwell at Fort Wayne,
ranges, refrigerators, coil and link spring beds, wooden tables, automatic
'
to *Weft Dale Caitinben end
washers, hair dryers, floor .amps, Cushman truckster, warehouse tractors,
la* ikka Campbea. lot in Beg--II Manor Subdivision
dental cabinet, dintal (hair. metal lockers, sicker furniture. divans, and
Haley Dunn and Maxine Dunn
massy other items of serviceable Used equipment.
Mid-lbtates Horner,. Inc ; 3914
The equipment and supplies will be sold on a where-is, as-is basL•s,
rem A inteniection of Kentucky
ingetling IN end Concrird-Wadeaterms will be cash and the moving date will be announced prior to the sale
bons Ibilln
The equipment and %unpile.; may be inspected at Doran Loose Leaf
Pot 0 Morrie and Jean W Monis
to David Walker Denrier property
Floor between 8:ee and 11:116 A.M., May 111, 1967.
nil* occupied by Niles Department
Store.
For information relative to the sale, contact P. W Ordway, Businem
Olty of Marra! to 0 A and
Manager. telephone 1.11mber 762-4126, or Paul Heise, Inventory Director,
Obeli
W sorsa in Northtelephone number 762-4293
west Wafter of neettrin la twine* 1, Mime 4 ease.
MURRAY STATE uNIvErtaITY RIF.SERVES THE RIGHT TO
her.. to Walton and
RFJECT ANY AND ALL BIDS
Juanita Wagons; lot in Platorania
Shores.
The Almanac

Ten Years Ago Today

I

Land Transfers

•

Sprints Am Prommis, sno sac
01 Ms IMAM W.1.41 •
pulled lag muscie, now swears
millipleisly heated and Mould be
near ley hem for the OVC. He
von both the 100 and X50 not
Iusalay at notathean Illinois.
head events Dar townie meet
sill bt.V.L1 at 7 p.m., running
perfornsrws thus far are. evenis at 7.30.
.e Hearne, 9 I.
100-yard
•nd Jim P'reemim 99, 8110-dash,
Freeman 81
sr d Hearne III:
44n-dash, tans Ocicrsen, 58 AM;
WO run. Rick C Mt*, - '1 4 mile,
Jerry Mum. 4 XI 9
. Bat
llayd. 15 072
jump, Stout.
46-4; broad Jump, Stout,
pta, Sparta W-11 and Mks
of
Porter 96-16; Macaw Spain 140-

Census — Aduris
112
Census - Nursery
Adninsians, May 11. 1667
Mrs. Othis Otdiand. 1411 Svcserne, Murray. Haru.d R Stone.
Rural Route 4, Murray, Master
Steven Lee Dunn, Meadow Lane
Murray; Pahl Anderson, Rural
Routs 5, Banton; Duty Mart, Rama
Route 2, Murray: Brent Butterworth, Rural Route I, Murray;
Mrs. Marla Thompson, BOK VI,
Haze:: Mrs. Mary Wen, Rural mons. Rural Route 1, Buottannan.
Route 4. Ilickinazi.
'Nina; Mrs. ladeitis IMPberson.
Diastimin. allay Hi 1947
311 °Mew 0131111. Whinerg: OafMaster Kee Younger Ookion, ton Osborn Wall Rouge 3. Muth:
Rural Route 1, Ha.rdin. UJy Ray Nat B. Wallah
11110110 1,
Travis, Rural Route 3, Murray; Lcalyssille Bosun A. Wed,
Mrs. Pauline Garland, Rural Ftt vele; Dane Woken, bawl Mate
5. 100041: Mrs.- Sarah U Sim- 5. liturray:

V2313011,
Ends Today
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* Sun. thru Wed. * =
YOU

TAKE- NO -CHANCE WHIEWTOL
TRADE WITH . .

Don Horton to Wayne and Kay
Boaeley, 3.011 acres on Kentucky
lnighway 280.
Walton E and Juntas. Wanona
to Hubert and Mary S. Brandon;
Sot in Panorama khan's.
&fib:Myth of descent of Sadie Noll
Outland White. died January LS.
196). to Porter White, William
Prank White
• al Beverly Ann
tglyai t

•

0 and Paul Leahy, 146-6; avehn,
John Borer, 209. Wit Spadeful°,
1911, and Donna MoOlidiamt, 18010; Man hurdles, Ind fitnith. 15
.att, and 440 relay. Coltman Kent
:tuns. Hearne, and A' Evans, 41 4
The Hamra bee been badly
hurt in duel matches by not havdig entnea in She high Jump and
pole mgt., !nue innthif Up9 Paint&
n each MOM. Went, Mei joined
...he team only recently, Ms added
staleatai to the broad aisi
..rip.e jumps, which were trimmests9ant by oPPonents °arty in
_he moon

M PARKER MOTORS

'A sparkling
treasure!

MOO

.
a
733-6273

Murray, ILy.

LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
Fr WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A Nr_W OR "RED CAB

=• •
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Murray State University

Equipment
and
Supplies
AUCTION SALE

S.

Kentuckians know they can rely
on Blue Cross, and its companion
surgical-medical plan, Blue
Shield, for dependable protection ... less red tape ... maximum benefits at lowest possible
cost. Most members join through
the Group where they work.

May 18,1967,at 10:00 a.m.

AT DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

• •

ROI INPORMATiON ABOUT GROUP PLANS IF YOU WORK WHERE
THERE ARE 5 OR MORE EMPLOYEES OR
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT NON-GROUP ENROLLMENT IF YOU
are a Kentuckian, 64 or under, in good health
spouse nor self is employed where there ore

fr
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•
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and neither
10 or more

•
have a son or dauahter reaching age 19 or
fore 19.

•
3101 Bardstown Road • Louisville, Ky. 40205
OMEN
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Many New Programs To Offset
Reruns On TV Coming Week

TV CAMEOS: Nat Season

'67-'68: The TV Mixture As Before

a vehn,
190th, 15
, Kent
1, 41.4.
badly
t havip and
pinta

Sy Mu HEWER
IN HIS recently - published
diary of disillusion, "Due to Circumstances Beyond Our Control,' onetime CBS news chief
Fred Friendly lamented that TV
"can make so much money doing its worst that it cannot
afford to do its best." Whether
one agrees with Friendly or not,
one certainty is virtually upon
us: next station in TV will be
more of the same.
If you are a double dome who
figures th e re are too many
cowboy, alleged comedy and
private-eye programs on the air
already, take a deep breath.
The schedules of the three ma}or networks, just released, provide for seven new cowboy
shows, nine series purportedly
devoted to funnies and at least
four that can be classified as
cope-and-robbers stuff.
• • •
IF THERE Is a gleam of hope
for the intelligentsia, it can be
found In ABC's promise that.
the '67-'68 season "will be characterised by frequent preemption. for special programming"
In the words of the network's
president, Thomas W. Moore.
Already ABC has set aside an
average of at least two hours
weekly for "specials," and an
attempt is being made to jack
this up to three hours a week.
NBC, of course, plans a Continuation of its 100 - per cent-

added
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Stuart Wh11U heeds the
cost of "a1111111,1111 8111...°

•

ANNOUNCES
MORE TIME FOR
SUMMER FUN

d

Only Help Find
Her a Minister
By Abigail Van Buren

•

I'

AMF/HOMKO
VALIANT
free-wheeling rotary
with exclusive
Flexor blade

•

Pick up some extra fun time
this summer with an AMF/
HOMKO Valiant tree-wheeling
rotary. This steel-decked baby
cuts your lawn without fun-killfrig hang-ups or breakdowns.
Blade-breaking obstacles won't
slow her up—exclusive AMF
Flexor blade swings away on
contact and snaps back for the
next round. (Protects crankshaft and engine.)
Rotary mower prices start at

I $69.95
WALDROP SAW AND
"
MOWER SHOP
207 So. 7th Street

ilmaralL Debielc

Mike Connors: a private eye
In "M a n ii i x" next fall.

•

DEAR ABBY Maybe this isn't
any of my bueineas. but I can't
stand to see what is going on without trying to help A certain woman
in this town has always had it in
her head that her daughter Mould
marry • minister
The daughter is now 44 and she
still isn't married When the mother
hears of an unmarried minister anywhere in the area they make a trip
and start running after him
One was a mere boy of 29, who
finally asked for • transfer to get
wsay from this mother-daughter
team Another, • widower of 55,
used to hide from them.
The girl is roe enough but if her
mother doesn't quit chasing ministers for her she will be an old maid
forever Is there any way I can help
SORRY FOR THE GIRL
DEAR SORRY: If the daughter,
at 44. Is gill going along with her
mother's fixation about marrying •
minister, there is nothing yea can
do—except. maybe, to find her a
minister.

loaded gun on my bedside table,
and belieto me I have never expremed a fear of being "alone" nor
have I asked for company.
I have an office job and do not
enjoy the extra bed-changing. meals
and work Involved with having
these uninvited "guests" How can
I let these well-meaning People
know that I do not need anyone
to batmen with me!
PERPLEXED
DEAR PERPLEXED: It is [noonesivabie that yes should feel se
strongly about this and be unable
to communicate your objeettons. It
woad appear you are being used
to
Instead of vice eerie,
I advise yes t• say NO and maks
It sound like no.

"HATS GOING ON

which an effort is made to olear
By JACK GAYER
a dietraced ccotroander R.
Inked Press International
"The CBS Thursdsy Night MovNEW YORK MN — These are
aome of the items that, hopefully, ies" screens "The Man from the
eel offset some of the tedium of Diners' club", stamna Danny
repeats on the television networks Kaye R.
ABC introduces "Summer Fiscduring the week.
A golf tournament, a Buttoner us," a one-hots replacement serretaleetneolt for "The Hollywood ies for "ABC Stage 61" that dela/
Palace", an oratorio, a beauty con- with current mattess. The first Is
test, a program featuring Gov. "free preen, fair trial," a disRonald Ressiln and Sen. Robert custom via satellite of press freeKennedy, dis Preolinees horse race dom m the US. and Britain.
and Jack Pear In a special.
FRIDAY
"A Life for a Life" on NBC's
Hlidingfieg datalla May 14-20:
"Tarztue' has Taman seeking blood
SUNDAY
"Gah:eo"is an oratorio deal- donors to aid a stricken friend R.
"The CBS Friday Might Movies"
ing with the problems of the medieval Italian scientist on CBS, glows "Bemuse They're Young,"
preempting "Lamp Unto My Feet", searring Dick Clark and Tuesday
"Look Up and Live" and 'Camera Wald.
On ABC's "The Avengers" Teed
Three".
F K. Yen, vice president and and Mrs Peel are subjected to a
premier of the Republic of China, soul-saapping machine.
will be interviewed on NBC's "Meet
SATURDAY
Play on the last four holes of
the Prem".
George Wallace, former govern- the third round of the Colonial
or of Alabama, will discuss his National god tourney at. Port
pailete-ral plans for 1968 on ABC's Worth, Texas, will be telecast live
by ABC.
"Issues and Answers".
The Prealmess horse race at
Ibronin and Pittsburgh meet in
the National Professional Sower Maryland's Pimlico track will be
aired on CMS.
League game on CBS.
Honeymooners" on Jackie
'The 21ei Century" on CBS has
"The tilighty Atom", ciscumentary Otesson's CBS hour gets Ralph
about how this power will serve Eramden' and his pal. Psi Norton,
into a flet fight that lands them
mankind in the futaire.
"NBC% Children's Theater" pre- in court R.
NBC's Sithrollay Night movie
sents a perfonnance by the Boswill be "The Jbiter is Wild," starrton Pops Orchestra
"The ABC Sunday ?eight Movie" ing Pm:* t3instra.
"Piccadilly Chun," summer rescreens "The Yeung lAons", starrplacement for ABC's "Hollywood
ing Marion Brandin
Eamon end Garfunkel, vocal and Billeoe series, bows in with a
inetrumental pair, and Janet Leigh Mew featurMg Breath entertainer
are on the filmsetting Brotheag Old Amerkian sued stars.
snow on CBS
CMS Pieempte "Guramoke" for
NBC has a special called Veit Willialmalie special iv* telecast
Pear and a Funny Thing Nap- af .She Engle of dm lith annual
pended on the Way to !lofty- MM.DOA bait*, pammalt la
wood". A humorous look et the mi Sada.
foibles of the movie oapttal Andy
Wrserunte oboe is preempted.

color programming—it still fa
alone in ties accomplishment—
and president Don Durgin notes
that 28 per cent of all American homes will have color sets
by the end of this year.
Two of NBC's big-three series
for next year will be comic,
starring Danny Thomas for one
full hour and Jerry Lewis for
another. Lewis has not yet
caught the brass ring in television but there is hope this
time; the network says his
show will be a "disciplined, fastpaced hour" featuring Jerry in
skits based on "his most famous
characterisations," — although
not, hopefully, his mimetic, cross-

bring back Mike Connors as a
private eye—remember his good,
work in "Tightrope"? — in
"Marilee," while other shows
will include a weekly Carol Burnett program; a comedy series
about a disc jockey, "Good
Morning, World"; John Mills in
a western called "Dundee and
The Culhane"; "He and She,"
a comedy with Paula Prentiss
and Dick Benjamin; "Doc" with
John (Wagon Train) McIntire
and "Gentle Ben," an adventure
series starring Dennis Weaver
and a 600-pound bear.
•• •
ABC will weigh In with
CIS will offer Carol Sum.
"Cowboy in Africa," with Chuck
et le a weekly program.
Connors riding herd in Kenya;
eyed, wobbly-legged ones. The "Garrison's Gorilla.," a war
other big NBC show for the fall show; "N.Y.P.D.," with Jack
will be the Kraft Music Hall, Warden as a New York cop (to
a variety show with "major be taped on location in Manhattan); "The Legend of Cusstars" as guest hosts.
ter" about—well, about Custer;
• • •
'The Second Hundred Years,"
NBC also will premiere 'The a comedy with
Arthur O'ConMothers-in-Law" with Eve Ar- nell; 'The
Flying Nun," about
den and Kaye Ballard; 'The a sister in
Sari Juan who flies;
High Chaparral" with Cameron loud& Out,"
a tour of celeMitchell; "Ironside" with Ray- brities'
homes with, of all peomond Burr (the pilet of which ple, F. Lee
Bailey as host;
already has been shown as a "Hondo,"
another Western;
full-length film); Jerry Van "The Guns
of Will Sonnet," a
Dyke In "Everywhere a Chick Western
with Walter Brennan;
Chick" and "Maya," an adven- "Judd," with
Carl Bets as a
ture show to be made in India. criminal
lawyer, and "Off to
CBS' most ambitious new See the Wizard,"
an MGM-proprogram would appear to be duced show
for the young 'uns.
"Cimarron Strip," a 90-minute
Whether it all will add up to
weekly western starring Stuart TV's best
or worst, only next
Columbia also will autumn Will tell.
W Lae imbues irmllsets
.-
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MONDAY
Wenn, of the World"
(
Win= Nodal on CBS in
La
"
which students at English univeraltitie interview Governor Reagan
of California and Senator Kennedy of New York sin satellite
-ro Td1 the Truth" and "Password" are preaspted.
ABC's "The Dig Valley" winds
up the two-gmrter aboit Heath
Barlilerir earenbures inMeedeo
"I Mn She Late Diana Hays"
on NBC's "Run for Your Life
involves Etta Bryan with a woman
also is sespowd to have killed her
husband 11.
TUESDAY
NBC's "lijesday Night et the
Movies" screens "Lover
Come
Bent". starring Rock Hudson and
Doris Day R
"The Hes" is • one-hour
OBS news 'pedal trot examines
the non-oonformist young of today
who bre in a workl of thetr own,
ABC's "The Fugitive" offers
proach With Care", in which • retarded runaway devoted to Kimble gives hen trouble R.
WEDNESDAY
The CBS "lost In Spice" story
has Dr. Small (toped by • mysterious voeoe into sending( the
specedip to an ellen planet R
The "ABC Wednesday Night
Movie" screens "Prom the Terrace," starring Paul Newman and
Joanne Wbodward R
"Deadlock" with Jerk Kitty and
Lee Grant, on SISCX "The Chrysler Theater" teals of • hoodlum's
widow also invades • police station to smote her husband.
Tony Reendelli, Vikki Mrs and
Stan Woeth are guests on Danny
KaLyek CBS diow at 10 R.
THURSDAY
Mery Griffin is guest boat CO
the ORB "Oduneurn" show. The
Youngtioods rnuniosi group and
circus ails aliPeur
NBC's "fiber Trek" starts 'a twopartcr called "The a,_.__"
_
"Town

The summer I was'In I worked
on a dairy farm and milked 47 cows
•••
by hand every day. Consequently
my forearms looked like Popeye
DEAR ABBY: I am 13 and need Sailor's.
your help. I want to get my ears
That autumn I visited my hr
pierced, but my mother says it lent
neceeeary. I heard that you said thee at Cornell University. Whet
you thought it was all right and he introduced me to some of the
that you had your ears pierced Can athletes, they backed off, counting
their fingers and talking to themyou help me?
WANTS PIERCED EARS selves One said to my brother. "Tell
DEAR WANTS: Kerry, Honey, no that kid brother of yours to lay
help from this earner. With regard off—we need our hands." a weighed
to pierced ears. I said I did not have only 130 pound.)
my ears pierced as I didn't need
I sin now 50, and those days are
two more holes in my head.
gone forever
•••
J. L. CLEAVER (Oakland Pk,, Pia.)
DF.AR ABBY: My husband is
away on a foreign Job and this proTroubled, Write to Abby, Box
blem confronts mee We have no 69700, Los Angeles. Cal 90059. For
children, therefore my neighbors, a personal reply, enclose a stamped,
friends and relatives truest on send- selnaddreneed envelope.
ing their children (kids from 5—
• • •
who still wet the bed—to 15-yearolds.) to stay overnight with me so
For Abby's booklet, Mow to HATO
I won't be "alone" I can lock my a Lovely Wedding,' mend
$1 to Abby,
house up completely and I keep • Box 69700, Les Angeles, Cal,
9011119.

Should a devastating storm hit
an area of Kentucky, emergency
food supplies could be made available immediately. This is the word
from Thomas A. Lewis. director of
the Division of C,ominodity Distribution in the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture.
Lewis said officials of the U. S
Department of Agriculture's Consumer and Marketing Service have
announced that plenty of USDA donated food is available should it be
needed for disaster use in Kentucky or other areas in the Southeast. Lewis' division handles the
distribution of food available under the USDA donated food program.
According to Lewis, the USDA
has more than 40 million pounds
of food which can be made available for use in feeding disaster sictuns Food used in nerdy family
programs is available to public and
private relief agencies free of charge
for emergency use.
Russell H. James of Atlanta,
southeast district director of. consumer food programs, points out
that the Consumer and Marketing
Service works closely with each state
during an emergency to help coordinate movement of needed food
into a stricken area.
He reminded public and private
relief agencies that USDA donated
foods may be obtained easily, without complicated procedures, during any disaster. "When the need

Channel 5—WLAC-TV
CBS
Network Programs Also On
Cape Girardeau Channel 12
Week of May 16—May Ti
A. M. MONDAY THROUGH

By GAY PAISLEY
UPI Women'. Editor
BARCELONA, Spain
— The
latest status symbol of tourlasi le
to accomplish Use ultimate of camouflage—travel and not look like
the U S. tourist.
After watching tourists in arisen,
I've concluded the time has come
for a new travei guide called "How
to Look as if You've Hes.. to all
These Places Before, or if not. at
Least Don't Have the Visitor's Label Figuratively Stamped All Over
You."
There is, for instance. the matter
of peewee and assorted other paraphernalia having to do with international travel Hang on to your
passport for dear life, but don't be
obvious about it. Be as nonchalant
through customs as if you were
Just checking out in • supermarket
line Don't fumble through puree.
Avoid unnecemary hand
seasoned traveler, somehow,
lugae.Th
has
figured how to pack everything into luggage for checking except the
necessary documents.
Know Currency
Rehearse well on mony changing.
Nothing marks the tourist more
than his standing in front of a
change window carefully oounting
each note and cone And don't be
surprised 11 all that folding money
in exchange for $10 looks as if
you're never going to run out. The
foreign notes go very fast.
Don't address postcards In public.
You're obviously a U. 8 tourist if
you haul out • passel of them in
hotel lobby or restaurant and start
scribbling. For even further secrecy, don't buy them at a hotel desk.
54n,isk ar.,,Ind the corner to a kiosk.
—
—

FRIDAY, DAYTIME
5:45 Farm News
1100 Country Junction
7:46 Morning News
7:59 Morning Weather
110 Ouystatn Kangaroo
9:00 Mike Douglas
10:00 Andy of Mayberry
10:30 Dick Van Dyke
1100 Love of Life
112,", Joseph Scott
11:30 Search for Tomorrow
11:45 The Guiding Light
P. M. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, AFTERNOON
12:00 The Wbrld At Noon
12:05 Old Time Singing Convention
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Paseword
1:30 House Party
2:00 To Tell The Truth
2:25 Doug Edwards News
2:90 Edge of Night
3:00 Secret Storm
3:30 Timmy and Lamle
4.00 Big Show
530 CBS Evening News With Walter Cronkite
▪
TURSD If EVENING
16
6:30 Family Affair
7110 MN-4W Dillon
7:30 Red Skelton How
9:30 Pettbooat Junction
9:00 lJght Heavyweight Cbsnspiontrhip
9.30 CBS Ftepres
141:00 The Big Newa
16:16 Radar Weather
11:20 Totley Be Sports
10:30 111111ton Doasr Mode

•

▪

may

WZDNISDAY 1171011ING
May 17

MN

11191119111
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S MORE TiSEE ON CABLE TV

MURRAY
CABLEVISION
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5005
105 N. 5th Street

arises," James said, "public officials meat—all ideal for emergency feedor disaster workers should request ing operations," James added.
the food through their nearest com/twisting during emergencies Is
modity distribution installation, or
an important responsibility of Condirectly from the state agency resumer and Marketing Service consponsible for distribution of USDA
sumer food program personnel.
donated foods to needy families"
James noted that, in an emergDuring major disasters, special
ency. each couney commodity dis- food distribution teams are often
tribution director has authority to dispatched from Atlanta to the
release USDA foods to authorized scene of the emergency to help copublic officials, or disaster relief or- ordinate quick movement of USDA
ganizations, without checking first foods into the area.
with USDA. He emphasized the case
When local supplies of USDA
with which the foods may be obtained and urged officials to take foods are not sufficient to meet
advantage of the availability of needs. James pointed out, the Consumer and Marketing Service moves- •
foods during major demisters.
quickly to divert carloads of food
"USDA donatec ':oods are of the enroute to other sections of the nahighest quality, prepared according tion Because of this, any area hit
to strict standards, and include such by a disaster may be assured that
staplm as rice, flour, cornmeal, pea- food will be on ha way, when neednut butter and canned chopped ed, within • matter of hours.

6-30 Young Peoples Concert
7:30 Hogres Kemal
800 Friday Night Movie
I015 Ble Neve
10 30 Rader Weather
10- 36 Ttday InStairos
10:46 Film of 501
12: 15 Night Train
12:46 Sign Off

Channel 6—WPSD-TV
NBC

THURSDAY RIPENING
May 1$

910 THE Cat
9:00 Laredo
10-00 News Picture
1015 Tonere, nee.

Channel 8 -WSIX-TV
ABC
Network Programs Also On
Jackson Channel 7 and
Harrisburg Channel 3
Week of May 11I—May 30

Network Programs Also On

A, 19. MONDAY THROUGH

Nashville Channel 4
Week of May le—May 241
A. M. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, DAYTIME
7:00 Today Moe
9:00 Romper Roam
9.36 NBC News
9'30 Concentration
10.00 Chain Letter
1090 Showdown
11:00 Jeopardy
11 30 Swinein' Country
11:66 NBC Day Report
11., M. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, AFTERNOON
13:00 News, Farm Markets
12.15 Pastor Speaks
11:10 Let's Malre • Deal (Dolor)
1256 NBC News
1:00 Days of our Lives
1:30 The Doctrine
00 A.nother World
230 You Don't Say (Color)
3:00 Motet Gems (Color)
3:25 NBC Afternoon Report
3)0 Score 4
4:00 Popeye
4:30 Cheyenne
6:30 Huntley-Brinkley
6:00 New.
010 Weather
11:20 Sports
PM

910 Newsbesi
II:16 Radar Weather
410 Today In Sports
6:30 Lag In Home
7:90 Beverly Hilbillies
9:00 Green Acres
5:30 Gomm Pyle
9:00 Let's Go to The room
9:30 Marshall Dillon
10:00 The Big News
10:16 Rader Weather
10:20 Tolley
Sports
11 .30 Lon Vessel, show
1110 Mellien Defier Mods
12:10 Lae Vegas Show

HOLLAND DRUG]
Will Be Open This Sunday
& por Drys, Proserlpdesi sod

DODD TO LET VOTERS JUDGE—Sen. Thomas J. Dodd (phone
to ear), D-Conn , tells newsmen in Washington "my conscience is clear" after the Senate Ethics Committee asked
the Senate to censure him for conduct that -tends to bring
the Senate into dishonor and disrepute." Dodd said he would
let the voters of Connectivd ridge his conduct in 1970.

Television Schedule

How Not To
Look Like A
Tourist,Fad

•••

DEAR ABBY: Don't blame the
hand-crushers too much. They may
not know their own stzength.

Wines. elemersassa.

TUESDAY IMZNING
May 16

6:30 The Girl from II N. C. L. R.
7:30 Decagonal WEs
800 Thee Nite at the Movies
10:00 News Picture
10:11 Tot-tight 'those (Color)
TM

WEDNESDAY EVENING
May 17

6:30 Soldier in Love
6:00 Bob Hope Show
9.00 Bob Hope Show
1000 News Picture
M.30 Accent
11:00 Tonight Show (Color)

0:00 Newebeat
TM
THURMAY EVENING
8:15 Radar Weather
1:20 Thday In Sports
May 18
6:30 Cake=
7:30 My Three Bone
800 Thursday night at the Movies 6:30 Dards' Boone
7:30 Rear Trek
10:25 Big News
830 Dragnet
10:40 Radar Weather
9 00 Dean Martin Show
1046 Today in Sports
10:00 New, Picture
10.56 Million Dollar Movie
10:16 Toolght Show (or)
1230 Sem Off
FM
FRIDAY EVENING
PRIDAY (IFTERNOON
May 19
May 19
:000losubas.
6:18 Radar Weather
6:30 Tartan
7:30 'the Man horn EMUS
910 'Miley Be //parte

FRIPAY, DAYTIME
COO Biluodeasai
6:39 Fa‘sers. Patrol
7:110
NOM Phew
9:08 agnistif Room

tam dipaimiest ssouP
1010'The Dale( °ma
IS Daiwa Read lbw
1110!Wm Knows Best
1.2:00 Bea Oases'
T. M MOND4. THROUGH
IS M. FRIDAY AFTERNOON
1:00 Newlywed Game
130 A Time For Us
1:1% News For Women — Mariana
Sanders
3:00 Ctenertil Homan!
2:30 The Nursee
3:00 Dart Shadows
110 Where The Action Is,
400 Nerve Oriffin Show
5.00 ABC News—P Jenninge
613 Loral News, Weather, Sports
5-30 Rawhide
1000 Clore Up (90 Min only)
10- 30 Trani West
11:03 Men ageing Evil
12:00 Sign Off
TUESDAY EVENING
May

16

6:30 Combat
7 30 Invoiers
:30 Peyton Plane
9:00 The Punitive
10:30 Joey Biehop Show
11:30 Science Fiction Theater
FM

WEDNESDAY EVENING
May 17

9:10 Batmen
7:00 The Monroes
8:09 Wednesday night at Movies
10-30 Joey Bishop Show
11:30 Ripcord
FM

THURSDAY EVENING
May

18

1:30 NCAA Football
6.30 Batman
'700 F Troop
730 Bewitched
8 00 That Oirl
8 30 love Or, a Roof Tem
9-00 Stage 67
10:30 Joey Bishop Shaw
FRIDAY EVENING
May 19

6 30 Green Bernet
7 00 Time Tennell
8 00 Celaneee Special
8 30 Phyllis Diller
9 00 The Avengers
10:30 Joe Payne Elbow

•
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Norsworthy-Carroll Engagement
Ledger & Times:..

INew Hope WSCS
Has Meet At
The Dunn Home

Ps 753-1917 or 1S2-dalrl

Murray Woman's Club Awarded Certificate
Of Merit By KentscIty Department. Safety
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SUNDAY, MAY 14 - 1 TO 5 P.M.

DRAWING FOR 3 PRIZES!! . . .
* 1st Prize - Permanent Wave
* 2nd Prize - Shampoo & Set
* 3rd Prize - One Haircut

exs

Owner and Operator
Operators

Leta Norsworthy
Linda West and Edna Farris

LETA'S BEAUTY SALON

-Mirtiftilefelarisla
,
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LOW COST

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service,
axc 213, Murray, Ky C. M. &Indars. Phone 382-3176, Lyruivale, Ky
Maylfle

CLASSIFIED ADS SET RESOD'S

lEITPERIENCID service offered.
Roods metered. Only small Yobs
corethered. OH] 753-7863. H. 8.
Robinson.
M-13-P

•
LARGE S BEDROOM BRICK, with wants extra inoome. $0,500
large entrance hall, op n had-unit, GOOD 3 BEDROOM HOUSE on
study, uty cloning mu... range, 8 Ilth Street, nice lot, priced at
PIANC6-f3TORY AND CLARK 2 baths. hint* Mom ace Mt, r'nr $8,800.
Best selling console in Animas.
carport $44,500.
Roberts Reality, 505 West Main,
Handmade Clasen and folk gutters,
LARGE 3 minlallOOK MICK on Phone 753-1661.
M-13-C
tuning and repair. Reed Steele
Mama Benton. Ky. (547-8056). 6 corner lot one yew ail, game. 1
CHROME DINETTE SUITE. 1
.miles on Mayfield Road at HerviS dining room otileip, den, eargested, modern lamp
table - Both excelWEInio Reed, Prop. Professional mu-. range, kits of ceigneire and elkeen lent
cocaina-1 - Cheap; Call 753wean and former University In- and priced at 810;11111.
0008.
31-L1-P
May 25-C A VERY NrCE 3 bedrooms brink
structor.
wadi central heti:, large entrance FOR
SALE BY OWNER - My
BE gentle, be kind, to that expen- hall, large livalerteen. 101147.
dew, home on Oonourd highway. Modsive carpet, clean it with Blue Lus- range, carport, 3 ha 4"
We ern 3 bedroom brick and 4% acres
tre Rent electric shampooer $1. bathe, anther is lowing been in
viooded lot Would give postulation
Starks Hardware.
M - I3-C June IIMIE00.
thout August Wall atlas by apEICURA -NICE 3 seassis briek pointment
only. Call 753-5099.
ire thexpensIve to clean rum, and
With beillidel bad* emel
John laaelter.
M-17-C
Upholstery with Blue Lustre. Rent
hrep.ace, reopt, csrp
1110011101,n electric shampooer Si. Hughes Paint
I
SIN
Out,
M-15-C
+Store.
hail ceramic We bald 1311.100.06. Me5 DODGE CUSTOM 890 303
c.i. 2 berrel. AA power except Er.
SPENST PIANO by Kimball, wal- LARGE 4 BEDROOM BM@ with
ell/Pll radio with reverberator
nut Bash hatf price, about 3 tem* room. range,
Take over payments. Cail 753years old. Phone 753-5917, M-16-C I% baths, garage, lot 110 by 311110
11-13-C
ft hos extra large hying room 16111 adier 6 p.m.
DACHSHUND PUPS male and with chnang area, tag FHA loan
ONE PIReALR Pekingese dog. Alfernate 6 metre clad A.K.0
owner will tranMer 119,750
exia 2 yaws old. Good house pet
M-16-C
Lempe. 4116-2173.
NEW 3 BF-LiROOM 11FUCK with And Rater of Pekingese will be
8 YEAR OLD MARE, $150.. 753- Centred heal and air, on 100 ft ready In gag in two weeks. Bee
Id-16-P lot, has enrage mom double oat- knout Turner ,301 Bo. 15th or
1568.
port, range, Sege family room. cad 153-7613.
11-13-C
•CONVERTIBLE, 1ee0 IMPALA,
carpet In LR., 1 Sa bathe a very
black top power steering, radio. lace home and priced to ant at 12 '01.1BLC POOT GE Meat type
V-8 bow milage, autome.tie. Beet
Deep Freese. 1 year old. Perfect
,500
offer ever 1700 00 Orli 7113-11861/.
a:nation. Raaaoriably priced. Call
M-I6-C 928 ACRE FARM with good 7 762-11$111.
M-16-C
ruin hou,,,e on paved mod 1%
TWO 6" CHEATKR slicks with mile off 94 highway eaet and
61 VOLILIPWAOON, alp roof, good
heavy duty tubes and wheelie, 4 priced at $16.500
condielem Wil me at • bares=
chrome reverse wheels, and high
performance camshaft for 273 Dodge leo ACRE FARM with 113 acre Oak 166-01111 or 711642.17, 14-15-C
crop base, has over 114,000 worth
Dart Call 753-1467 after 5 30.
Li-13-NC of amber no busickngs gOod road NEW 3-13213ROGIM BRICK lame
•
and only 4 melee fmen Murray. rah them .room, large family
Only $240 per acre
mom kildsen, 11 beds.
ellieeets.
LAROE FAMILY or income hoene,
brick, storm doors, windows. car- 37 ACRE FARM with good brick utilay roorn, and outside Mugge.
On
Mt
a
128
MO', 1NHS east
port, 6 bedivaoass 2 atchens, den home 3 bedrooms, full tenement,
flea .0oncord Road in Veketeller
large kravg room, 2 tile baths, other bugrangs, M
nide from
Acres, MAIM° W ennalder wade.
carpeting and drapes, corner Mt Murray. am atm miter. $31.500
tem than 2 years old. Rey Dot- 6 ACRES WITH good 3 bedroom Fiskoe 11. Yelling. owner. ESM- 111-C
Hon, 1644 °Yee, 764-2801. M-13-P house, electric hem, learn win- ePid.
FOR
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By E. 11. Miller
Well May has eome iii will:
min, wind, and ternacloos
tornado that tat Hazel last wet*
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an a neighbor% drive, and not
break eerier one at them.
Mrs. Otho Weide len% feeling so
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at then Place and some tor the
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Mrs. Mary Mandrake is aka Mck.
Hope they are men better.
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in Lit, double carport, den, ail II
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a.c.o...aipauy request for proposals.
isidergood has fence and priced
keratin, Ky., Plothe 527-8633,
1-T-C-H
at $WIM. Only 214 mile from ,ONE MHO CORN and bay "Came"
M-19-C
Murray.
10 ilea
1 eleefletOr - 36 feet %me
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LAROsi 6 ROOM HOUSE corner feeder on carrage. Good condit)ea vital Oraleel
Papier and 10th Streets, has 3 1 ion. OWL 436-4400, Lynn Grove
M-I3-0
apt., ideal for older couple who Weans 00.
ROOFS REPAIR= or replaced,
bulit-up-Mungie-groiel. Low oast
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seventy-nanith tgrakkix leryyt 5.
Roy and Dora Minding Mid 01.
Le lialory were Tuesday evening
callers of Mellon Maier
Others aelene kat wbek were
Mr. and Mrs. Rexford Cannon
Rudy and °trete Smith, Eunice
Mrs. Fannie Owens. Rebel
G.bson, Novalla Hurt, and Lucille
Hart.
Ewing Gibson is back from the
Mompoas ba4st5l.
Aeice Siete and bitcle grandam,
V.011Lkal WI. Myrna White, Rebel
(..a..buon, and Halation Molar hiat
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Allbcitaeir
their daniguar amd Laanly
•-a., /Motley agile
1 had enats try and rest
wail have to do a lot or
ie
meting.

arsi Mrs. tfaeiml

,),50%4.:''.
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MIG -11AW."-Men locates
the two sites (arrows) In
North Vietnam where U.S.
planes knocked out eight foe
MIGs on the ground. That,
with three others felled from
the am. Is the largest singleday haul so far.
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by

Howard Rigsby

She watched Aldo as he
stood and looked out at the
ocean fur a moment She
watched ram limp up the path
and enter the cottage. And almost at once she heard the
muffled, faraway sound of the
piano as be struck a chord.
When the sound died he begun
•
•
•
playing one-handed the Bralisi's
Laura and Christian had fin- Intermezzo that Christan had
&abed dInner and were corning been playing the night she arout of the dining room ivhen rived
At first she thought she
Mr. Bean approached them
'Telephone. Miss Robbins." he would pack and leave, but die
said. "It'. Mr. Firmtn calling knew suddenly that It was no
good running. She had to face
from Mussel Bay."
When .me picked up the re- Aldo: *he had to face herself
ceiver she could hear Firmin
She nad just finished dressing
cursing and when she said "Hel- when there WWI a knock on the
lo' he burst tide soy implosive door
account of what had happened
As the knock was repeated
to him A few miles down the she moved slowly to the door
-I don't anew bow long I'll highway- from the inn road a and opened it.
Rodney Kanter stood there
w heei had come off her car
stay, latt 1 ani enjoying it."
"I wail just talking to Dr and and the ear had flipped into a He bent his head tin apology
Mrs Hawkins. Mrs Bean said ravine. Miraculeusiy leirman had "Excuse me 1 would like to
She is dying of Inoperable can- escaped unhurt. He cad sal- talk to vou "
She stepped hack "Come in"
cer and has only weeks to Owe. vaged his luggage from the
She wai. such a beautiful crew - wreck, climbed back up to the She went over and sat in one of
lire. I remember her from tong highway, and hitched s ride into the chairs in the window bay
..g..., when they first came here. Mussel Bay airport There was IeVtng Inc r it her for Mtn
Before he sit down Kahlei
We nave ai.-..ays go:ten many very little left ol the car, tie
said Then he yelled "Sue them! took a wellot from the breast
medical people at N 'hays."
rim inn door ope.m.d. wind What kind of Oar is It-to bee pocket of his corduroy jacket
He ellrened tile wallet :arise over
gusom in and Laura Robbins * wheel wnen I mn in Itl"
It was only when she came to where she sat and Meld
..urned her wad and saw Claw
that
booth
before net l'hr•righ a tranavar
tam lit Laurent. As as sp- out of the telephone
ill o.iclien others were daliEsiste 'ft struck ner A wheel coming eney me rend his name on a
ulg tlts stairs the countess and oft lie' car Anmher accident' card noir certified ne was a
WI:iltned. followed by Firmin And haan t this one surely been member of the Federal Bureau:
of Invest igntloft
Firnim Was carrying his briel• intended to happen to net?
She watched Christian. standHe sat down "This is hardly
ease and • bag and he had •
ing by the fireplace. unmindful official " he said "And I don't
Ar :ned. feverish look
Mrs Bean said. "Good eve- of her, Ms face somber with want to. alarm you If* scalening. Christian." Then ohs thought; and sine was abruptly thing nappened to you and 1
moved forward to greet the scared. Listening to the sea hadn't warned you I would feel
thunder, *he had the illusion very much at fault Have you
mad old Hellenist.
Gene Firrion came over, put that she Dad ventured out onto any Idea what I'm talking adown his bag, and said. "Some- the reef, had gone too far, and bout 7"
have and I haven't."
thing has happened. Now 1 must now there was no hope of a
-Certain things have sappier
be there at the studio in the safe return.
• • •
ed here in the last few dies.
morning. I am going to eaten
a plane that leaves in an hour
It was almost noon when You know that much You and
from that town where I met Laura got out of heal and went Dr. Rt. Laurent had a narrow
you..
to her windows. There was • escape from some falling reek
'Take my car," she told him swell conning, the northwest- down on the beach A bullet
need by someone up on the
A wave of re.11e4 swept her eel,/ was Mowing hard again.
yesterday afternoon
"Leave it at the airport and I
She was about to turn away mountain
cart pick it up, The keys are when she noticed the moving came pretty close to you."
She nodded. "Yes"
under the front seat, Gene."
van in front or the cottage next
"Christian said he told you
"You wouldn't drive me there, to Rodney Kehler's. As she
his work. P.)
maybe? I have • very eliciting watched, three men In white something about
shouldn't be
new thing to tell you."
coveralls took the legless body my presence here
too much of • surprise to you.
"I'm too tired," the said. of a concert grand piano from
Dr. St. Laurent Is a very valu"Please just go ahead and take the van.
able man to this country."
the car. I'll show you which Inie
Then a taxi drove up. The
"You're here to protect him
It Is."
driver got out, took a bag from
gather."
I
it
set
While Christian waited by the the seat beside film, and
"Yes. But I have begun to
iireplace. she went to the door Iii the road. There was a pas- wonder from whom"
when
and
taxi
the
with Firmin and there he senger In
stopped, her to say urgently, the driver opened the rear door
Rodney Kohler Identifies
'Tuesday night I will fly hack and the paanonger got out It
mysterious Irene I tiase.
Acre. I will bring with me the was Aldo Verga, not left arm in Ike
Ite Continued Tntuorress
'latest draft of re.- feavfmtsy,s a sling, a come in his right hand
From the novel puonah ed by Doubleday /A CO CoPYflrbt t 1.9in by Howard fusser•
Distrathei 5 Kim features ibadicate.
'
i
CHAPTER SI
IN THE lounge there was no
one but a little old lady who
stood beneath the painting
above the fireplace. It was Mrs.
Bean. She wse wearing a black
Chiffon dress and a choker of
pearl/ and her short white hair
looked like an astrakhan cap
As Laura came down the stairs
she moved forward to meet tier.
"Good evening, Mime Robbins," she eald. "You are the
new one Mr. Sean spoke or. I'm
sorry not to have had an opportunity to talk to you, to %welcome you to !relays before thou
I-ately, though, I only come
downstate' on Sunday evenings
and sometinoss not even then. I
do hope you are enjoying your
stay pad are planning to stay

1

script and 1 will read It to you
personally You will not be able
to resist this story and what I
have to tell you."
That as what you think, she
wanted to say. instead she nodded "All eight" They stepped
out onto the veranda and sine
pointed out her ear.

HOUSE PAINTINU - Exper..ericed
painters. Phone 75.1-8359. Contract
M-13-C
or hourly rates.
WILL DO BABY eirITING In my
hone seek days only Call alter
5 at 753-1eese or come to 1015 Payne
Street,
M-13-NC
T
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THE BIRDS ARE
EATING ALL THE
SEEDS IN MY
GARDEN
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THOSE TWO
IN ON
Tiff HIJACKING OF
STEAMER
BRINGING iSCLD BULLION INTO
THE STATES. SOMEHOW
THEY GOT THE
STUFF ABOARD 114I5
BARGE.
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THERE'S 5GME-1-1/NIE ELSE,
AAR . CARSON, YOU'LL BE
PLEASED TO HEAR. BUT IT'LL ?ova
To wAIT UNTIL. WE MAKE
PORT.
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TV CAMEOS: Vic DatWone

Vic Sets His Sights On Super-Stardom
By MEL HEINER
IT HAS been Inure than 20
years since Vic Damone stopped
the backstage elevator he was
Ing, between floors of the
old Pararrount movie house in
New York, and asked for a candid °prison of his singing from
Perry Como, his captive audience and while Hu road has
been long, ple.o.ant and lucrative ever smce. Vic hopes and
thinks now that it may be turning
. toward super-stardom.
Let's Lice it," the trim, good
Darnone
told ins candidly, "I've never
hit it really big. .A lot of people
know me and my records sell
well and I'm a long way from
the poorhouse—but as yet, I
seem to be just abort of No. 1
status. I don't know; maybe for
awhile there I just didn t have
the confidence—or is it conceit?
"But ru tell you: now I'm
ready. I'm singing better than
ever and, as they say, I've
paid' my dues. Fm aiming
squarely at the top—and this
summer may do it"
• • •
COULD be. This summer Vic
takes over the Dean Martin
TV show for a dozen telecasts
NBC, premiere June 22) and,
Den141/111, sifter two decodes of moderate Weguided by producer Hal Kemp
lting, foals he's ready to mete it "really big."
and backed by Carol Lawrence
and Martin's singing daughter had an interesting
enough per- grimly if I'd have to test my
Gail, it looks as if it might have sonal life. He starred
on what karate on him . , when we
the makings, "And then." Vic Ilikely has been the best
summer turned the spot on him and it
said wryly, "I may stop being TV show yet, -The Lively
Ones." wu_s Jake LaMotta, the old fight
the king of summer replace- in '62 and '63—but he still
ham t champion and a friend of mine,
ments. For a while there, Andy grabbed the brass ring.
who was kidding around."
Williams was Uto big muckety• • •
The Brooklyn-born Danione,
stuck of summer TV and after
CMITALNLY he probably is who started out as a
Godfrey
:lam. I guess I cams along."
the singing king of America's "Talent Scouts"
winner ("I
Damone is extremely frank eight clubs [IOW, since Sinatra
tried lidelor Bowes' amateur
about Ns aesetii and liabilities. Madam plays the saloons
any hour 15 or 16 tunes and never
"This 1111•11111, Show," he said, more. His has, incidentally
, a won once"), is ready, then, for
°Wesel be OS THAT different marvelous way to squelch drunkthe big push to super-stardom.
gensit_olilliga. How different en
in cafes. Snaps •
• • •
could II hat I figure if It's a tinge-, the electrician douses
MAYBE he wants to prove to
hit. nil he because the viewing all Uoi lights and a spotlight
is Como. that Perry was right.
public Muy suiging, my at- played coldly.
on the WhenVic stopped the elevator
titude and my personality. Well, boor ... who, once he realms In
the Paramount and "audiall I eon way is that I'll give it dimly wilier. going on,
shrivels tioned" for Perry, he asked Coa 100 nee cent."
UP In his chair and shuts up. mo
Should I keep on
It would take a computer, 'Mut only time I ever was
at trying?" The sleepy one nodded.
probably; to figure out why Da- • toes," Vic grinned, "was
re- "Keep singing, boy." he said.
mono is not yet • super-star. cently at Basin St. East
New "Keep singing." He may not
He has a better voice, by con- York, when somebody in the
au- drink Dean under the table but
siderable. than Sinatra, is hand- dime* yelled 'Sing louder,
ya he ought to sing him there with
somer than Como, and even las sksay!"—and I was wond
„
ease,
Disisliterse by xis( restures
-

To/king about Vipeovers
A dim seme--Aatbeemy Waiedd (loft) end hes filling station parlour, Walter lieseskoirda to
as they shwa a
cheek he
from the Humble OS dr Refinery 0o. to
,396.102
Baytown. NJ It was for a credit ward rambursensent of
i3.3116 ID They are getting a `correcte.r check.
-

HERE'S
ONE
TELEVISION
PROGRAM
EVERYONE LIKES!

SATURDAY — MAY 19, 16147
PLEDGE TRAINER

By JOAN 031/lUVAN
UTISTDIG, buds are bursting, gram is growing and
the world in green and rimkne.
What's new inside Not a
blooming thing? Then maybe
St's Urns for a chance Make
It with slipcovers They are
acene-changers extraordinary.
Use them to switch your
whams entirely or to introduce a single new note or molar. Or slipcover for the senates maws that old upholstery
looks worn and weary.
Dui, before you take the
step. pick up a copy of the
apeielpibammar ediUm of "1,001 Decorating Ideas" because
a goodly number of wad ideas
are enemy suggestions for
pcovering.
Dennis Carter, who edits
this popukar publicans's, points
out that•slipcover needn't always follow the original lines
of a chair exacUy.

O

Letter To The Editor

NOW YOU RNOW

(Captioned Freon Page One)
by United Press International
diligently in this drive and I
According to the story of the
would like to take this mean, to
alipearance of the Virgin Mary at
thank the following,
First. of all, Bill Boyd, 'oho Fatima on May 13, 1917, the viiserved as Blood Program Chair- Ion alVenced to the three peasant
man, coordineting the entire drive. children on the 13th of each
His was a Herm:tan effort, and Month from May to October, with ‘o
the exception of Auoust, when "
he worked tireleoly;
BOARD TO MEET
The Calloway County F.H.A. the the chiOdren reported seeing the
lady in a pasture on the 19th.
The executive board of the University High F HA., the MurIrarksey School PTA will meet at ray High FICA. and Tri-HlY,
the school at 10 Lon to make who w1th the leadership of Macon all day, even going without lunch,
donations;
pans for the next meeting on Blankenship, Recruitment Oben- durua the
Doctions Whayne, lioattorough,
men, canvassed the sato and
Thursiao, May 18, at 1:30 pm.
JOnnen, Lowery, ABA, Qiiertercounty for new pledges;
The Telephone Commettee, Mrs. moos, and An11110[13, who were on
Bobby Orogen, Mrs. Alfred Lind- the praxises to insure Bede blood
ALPHA PHI OFFICER
sey, Mrs. Frank Hermit, Mrs, remov-al,
The Pint Methodist Church for
Parker, Mrs. Charles
Charles Hugh Outland, Route 1, Da-anion
Murray, tni1,6 been elected sabrel Mercer, Mrs. Purdom Lovett, and Its facinnies;
vice presaàent of Alphe Phi Omega Mrs. Walter Duke, who contacted
Police Oineif Manning an° arservice fraternity at Murray State preveous donors;
ranged donor parking;
Taylor Manors for lash of a staCol. Brandon Parker, University
University. Outland is a sophomore
Recnettnent Chairman, and the (ion wagon:
mialartng in incluetrial arta.
ROTC who furnished unlbadlog
Murray Ocal & Jae for ice for
and oinui-im canals;
the canteen and bilood packaging.
Mrs. Cloud Miller and the CanThe press and radio for Its exteen ladies,
cellent publicity. without which we
Mrs. Jean Angel and the RNA could MA h011e to have a drive;
and Mrs. Ann Roney and the
Most of an, of course, we salute
ftudent Nurses;
the donors. The 290 unseffidh, genMrs. Curtis Hays, and each erous totszeno of our community
Volunteer; many of whom worked who came to the Red Cross Bloodmobile to give their time, their
energy, and their most precious
ponesion — the life Bourne, blood,
that some one else might live. The
only reward offered to you is the
(('ontinued From Page One)
knowledge that in the "angel's
many of otaoh were well over an book of gold it may be written
inch in diameter and driven by • In. giat yOu are truly one who
has loved your fellow men
gale force wind.
you!
Sincerely,
Reports of damage continue to
Jean Blandrenthi,p,
come in and the damage to cars,
glreotiteve Secretary
roofs, windows and crops will
Calloway Cbunty Chapter,
mount into the Mousands of dolAmerioan Red Colas
lars.
Belo Wileon. 305 North 6th Street,
has been elected pledge trumer of
Beta Beta Be, honorary biology
sodsty at Murray State UrnversIty.
%elation Is • junior inoexong in biology and chemiotry end minoring
In Prencb.

SEEN & HEARD ...
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FIRST POPPY — Opening the
1067 Poppy Day observances,
President Johnson pins a
poppy on his lapel at the
Vinite House. It is the first
of 20 million poppies made
by disabled veterans for the
annual sale.

They Change
The Scene

'Vas a floor-length sneer,"
she suggests, "to conceal damaged chair legs or shape the
slipcover skirt to coordinate
with a window valance.
"Or," she says, ''try changing the s1se and shape of back
cushions to give a couch a
brand new look."
A number of photographs,
several of which are reproduced here, picture slipcovers
that are spectacularly appealing. The book also has a chapter that details the how-toe of
making a slipcover for • wing
chair.
There are also how-to sections on lining drapes and on
making cornices, swags and
jabota, along with decorative
Ideas all beautifully pictured
--for every room in the house.
"1,001 Decorating Ideas" is
available at towel% supply
counters and at magazine
stands.

Heard this morrving that hot weather ela cure Same of the dents
in cam As the sun makes the
mend expand the dente are supposed to -pop out" We don't know
whether this is true or not.

Rites Of Lige
Johnson Are Held

Final rites for Lige Edwara
Johns= of New Concord were
That large bright object in the held yenerdey morning at 11
eaA that was sghted shortly af- o'ciodc in Legion Chapel of Ridgeter 7:00 °taxa this morning was way Morlicians with Bro. M. lg.
Haniabon offklating. Burial was
the nip.
Ii the South Pleasant Orove
Cemetery in Conaway County.
Johnson, age 64. died Wednesday at the Murray-Oalloway 00Un•
• ITIOninted He was born Pei).
The Murray lieen Gog team ruary 36. 1906 in Kentucky, the
MO enter the Regional Odd Meet man of the Sae John David Johnat Princeton. Tuesday, May 16. son and Annie Bea Winters JohnThe Murray team has defeated son He was married to the fixIlleanan, North Marshal mid mer Loco Merritt and die preTifton twice each, him_ one vict- ceded hien in death many years
ory over Benton. Caldwell. and ago Flornetline niter he was marMayfield and ka to Maytteid in lied to the former Inez Shrader
• triangular meet at MaySeld for and she survives
Surivors are his wife, three
their only defeat of the season.
-The linen's members are Buster daughters. Mni Geneva Merrell
&Ott. Dan Maller, David Buck- of Para, Tenn, Mrs. &mime Wyingham,
Johnny
Quertermous, I att of Hazel. and MT'S !regale
Dingleare of Chicago,
Bon Taylor and Dow Ryon,
; four
sons, Paul of Paris. Randal, Jimmy. and Dale, ail of Chicago, 131.:
'
Meer. Ma. USW
Merrel of
aprtzurrile, brother, Breen Johnson ofEiprinevide,

HI

Funeral semen. for John eland- ,
ere Lamb of Mayfield were held
Thursday at the Roberts Funera ,
e with Rev Jerry Bynum of-l'Itoin
floating. Burial was in Mayfield ;
Memory °orders.
Mrs Sallie Pennington cd Paris,
Survivors are hie wife, Mrs.
Conga Hannell Lamb, M&pfleld, Tenn., Bieber of Mrs. Oella Buchdweller of the late Walter and anan of Dearer, was buried at the
Betty Beaman of Calloway Coun- Bethany Church of Christ cemetery following the funeral at the
ty, ha stepmother, Mrs B. 0.
church A two pin. Friday
Lomb. Iwo brothers. end four sisThe deceased - died Wedneadey
ters. '
at her home on Paris Route Five.
She was 76 years of age She is
survived by three clamictitere, fire
some, Ono Altera, PO granninren84 great gre.reckihildren, end rune
Two Murray 'students have been oreat parellohlkken
Metalled in Sigma Pi sournia. hconorory physics society at Murray Universal'
ussy Key Yourerermen. licoun
Drive. Is a sophomore majoring In
Chemistry and physics and minoring in biology. She is a member of
Senna arsons Elena social sorority.
Arthur . Waiters, 1006 Olive, Is a
)junior majoring in physics and
mathematics and minoring in history

Murray Students In
Honorary Society

StitoKEY SAYS

Former Governor

GEORGE C. WALLACE

on ABC-TV
ISSUES and ANSWERS

yourself on the television screen — the kids will love it RI No WWII
of your banking and be on your

problem—jut drive in, take care

way!

PEOPLES BANK

INSTRUCTIONS for making a slipcover like this for wing
chair appear in new edition of "1,001 Decorating Ideas,"

QUILTED GLOSHEEN makes it striking el.pcover for sofa.
Seat and back cushions are trimmed with decorative braid.

as

Murray High Golf
Team To Be In Meet

SEE AND HEAR
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Funeral Of Mrs.
Pennington Held

III Closed circuit television lets you see and talk with teller! II Uttar.
ground bibes whisk your deposit to the teller swiftly and safely! II SW

ed
ye
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tei
Se
at

Service Held For
Mayfield Man

A PLAIN slipcover is given design interest via overlapping
VII "attached" to cushions and skirts by rayon frogs.
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an

1131e, sure
fres are out

Probably the most important reason our television program is so pop
ular is that it makes banking so convenient! You can come as you Mrs
and bank by car — no need to dress up or get a baby sitter! Pintlelh
can talk with and see the teller just as you would inside, and watch .
her handle the complete transaction. There's nothin( fOr yes to de
but save yourself time and trouble!

.11
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THE
the 'quick fix
Horrible Future
"Within most of the poorer oountries. children retirement the only
real form of social security," Dr.
Brown explained 'The man and
his wife who do nee have children
to support them in their old age
face a horrible future."
And the grim experience of pest
generations has convinced them
By LOUIS CASSELS
that "it they are going to have one
United Press International
or two male children who live long
Within the space of 24 hours to
week, a scientist and a religious enough to support them in their old
leader spoke out on the male ma- me, they must start with seven or
Jen Neither rated more %Mt • eight children"
The only way to change this
few paregraphg tothe news. Ositemile
what they saki was not reser new: imply-rooted attitude is to raise
Bang standards in undeveloped
it Ind been said before.
However. It needed to be and a- aenntries at a fast-enough rate to
gain. It may have to be repeated convince parents that "their c.hilMany them before the word hewing dren will live in a better world"
Only when they see that a child
to listen
The scienUst was Dr Harriman hes • reasonable chance of hying
grown. professor of geochemistry to maturity will they have the tooat California Institute of Techno- Uvation to limit their females.
logy The religious leader was Pope
Lida And Lem
But the advanced countries In
Paul VI. Their subject was starvefact are "doing leas and less each
bon
Dr. Brown warned the American year" to reverse the trend toward
Society of Newspaper Ect:iors that famine In 1950 the United States
mass famine is drawing Inexorably devoted 13 pet''..cent of its from
nearer in many undeveloped coun- national product to foreign econornk
aid. This year it is investing kiln
tries.
than three-tenths of one per cent
Bask Problem
of its total output of goods and serThe basic problem. as nearly vices in combatting starvation
aMergarei men know by now. is that broad
Is growing faster than
name Western European nations
pfedlotion
are dem a hale-better But all of
IR Nana be oohed. Dr. inelen the siliamoed countries
together are
merely by Remilligig ollindlied only about one-half of
W• el emerol programs in MOW ISO Inir emit of
Mak annual wealth
mho* eenntries. This Is 'the
beep Mem
MN
way our which agnealg IS MOS
It to VW rime which engaged
who would prefer to billet las Wino Poe
Pawing. attention
situation on the pear, he Wag
He to
officials of this United
an
terldia. go gie the Oillheille Mirth. Natant world
food prosems that
for oppushie endoesiedbie.
the war against hunger is "doomed
-Tbo poem amealefee must, of to failure"
unless there is a -real
course. do
*se can to name In the hearts of the world's
secure the we of oontimtives an
Monk"
as wide a scale as pogible." Dr
"
la." he said. "first or all.a
Brown sabd
imam of pulling men and nations
"However, that is not enough We
mg of their Annaba'ea their greed,
amelecit look mem birth control as then
searieliouniees."

Sunday,May 14th
12 Noon to 12:30
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Thin Advertisement Paid For by
Citizens for Wallace
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